


POWER WITHOUT COMPROMISE
The expanded input dynamic range and strong low 

frequency output of FASHION POWER gives users 

excellent sound quality without distortion.

SIMPLE TO USE
FASHION POWER is designed to be easy to use. After 

fitting, your clients can simply turn it on and enjoy 

better hearing. It is that simple.   

MORE OUTPUT, MORE CONVENIENCE 
The PowerSaver feature in FASHION POWER provides 

maximum efficiency between battery changes. Fewer 

battery changes means greater convenience for users 

– and good news for those who find battery changing 

tiresome and cumbersome.
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THE POWER TO MAKE  
A DIFFERENCE
For people with severe-to-profound hearing loss, a classic power 
hearing aid is a must. But sometimes the power needed to provide 
audibility for a severe hearing loss can cause distortion that may 
compromise sound quality. 

Not with FASHION POWER. Like all hearing aids in the DREAM 
family, it uses True-Input technology to dramatically increase the 
input range to provide users with incredibly rich and detailed 
sound. And a strong low frequency output gives them excellent 
sound without distortion. 

EASY TO USE
We know how important it is for your clients that their hearing aids 
are easy to use. 

That’s why we have designed FASHION POWER to be fully auto-
matic. It’s simple to wear and easy to operate.

And because it has premium technology and automatic features, 
FASHION POWER provides excellent sound without users having 
to do anything. They simply listen while FASHION POWER does 
the rest. 

FASHION POWER also makes it easy for users to stream sound to 
their hearing aids directly from phones, televisions and other audio 
devices with no delay, no feedback and no echo. 

EASY TO KEEP CONNECTED
FASHION POWER is fully compatible with our DEX devices:  
TV-DEX, FM+DEX, M-DEX, RC-DEX, UNI-DEX and PHONE-DEX

TV-DEX   |   FM+DEX   |   M-DEX   |   RC-DEX   |   UNI-DEX   |   PHONE-DEX
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SOUNDS LIKE A DREAM
As part of the acclaimed DREAM family, FASHION POWER pro-
vides users with a dramatically increased input range to above 113 
dB SPL, giving them incredibly rich and detailed sound without 
distortion. It also means that they can enjoy better speech intelligi-
bility, particularly in noisy environments.

For those of your clients who have tinnitus, FASHION POWER fea-
tures the unique Widex ZEN program that, combined with Widex 
Zen Therapy, has been shown to help in managing tinnitus and 
improve quality of life. 

FASHION POWER is available in 14 different colours - from Warm 
beige to Metallic blue.

D-FA P, CUSTOM FLEx SOFT/hARD CLASSIC MOULD

Hearing loss profile: Moderate to severe-to-profound
Tube: Classic tube
Custom/Instant: Custom
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By choosing Widex hearing aids, 
you are choosing products from a 
company that has been WindMade 
certified. WindMade is the first global 
consumer label identifying companies 
that use wind power. 
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